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SUMMARY 
It is proved that a functionally Hausdorff space (X, .r3 is (a) C-embedded in every functionally 
Hausdorff space it is embedded as a dense (open) set, (b) z-embedded in any functionally Hausdorff 
space it is embedded in as an open set iff the weak topology (X, rY ) is almost compact. If (X, I ) is 
locally compact then (X, 7) is z-embedded in every functionally Hausdorff space it is densely 
embedded in iff (X, r) is Lindeliif or almost compact. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We continue the study on absolute C- and C*-embeddings begun in [3] and 
f2] and absolute z-embeddings begun in [I] in functionally Hausdorff spaces. 
These latter spaces were systematically studied by van Est and Freudenthal [&] 
along with other spaces based on functional separation. 
In [6] and [3], ([l]), it was shown that a functionally Hausdorff space (X, 9) 
was C*- or C-embedded (z-embedded) in every functionally Hausdorff space it 
was embedded iff (X, %‘) the weak topology for (X, Y) was compact. In proving 
the necessity of (X, 9) being almost compact, the embedding constructed was a 
closed embedding. Here we investigate open and dense embeddings. 
2. C-EMBEDDINGS 
THEOREM 1. The following are equivalent for a functionally Hausdorff 
space (X Y)* 
(a) (X, 9) is C-embedded in every functionally Hausdorff space that (X, Y’) is 
embedded in as a dense set. 
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(b) (X, .?) is C-embedded in every functionally Hausdorff space that (X, +Q is 
embedded in as an open set. 
(c) (X, %), the weak topology for (X, ,7) is almost compact. 
PROOF. (a)-+(c), (b)-+(c). Suppose (X, %@) is not almost compact. There is a 
compactification KX of (X, W) such that KX#/?X. We then construct a new 
topology (Y, 9) on Y=XU [v] where y is obtained by identifying two points of 
the compactification flX of (X, “w) obtaining the quotient topology (Y, -Y); then 
(Y, @) is the topology with subbase consisting of open sets of (X, n and open 
sets of (Y, V). Since (X, X) is open in (Y, V), (Y, V) is the .weak topology for 
(Y, @). From [l, Lemma BJ, (X, w) would be C-embedded in (Y ry> if (X, *7) is 
C-embedded in (Y, @), so (X, %‘) is almost compact. We note X is open and 
dense in Y. (c)+(a). Let (X, ~7 be such that (X, X) is almost compact and 
densely embedded in (Y, “u). The only Tychonoff space weaker than (X, 7jv) is 
compact and hence can not be densely embedded in (Y, W) the weak topology 
for (Y, V), so (X, w) is the subspace topology on X generated by (Y, w). Hence 
(X, 7) is C-embedded in (Y, @). It is clear that (Y, V) is compact and (Y, “u) is 
FH-closed [4]. (c)+(b). Let (X, fl be such that (X, WY) is almost compact and 
be embedded as an open set in (Y, 9). If (X, n is closed the result is immediate. 
Otherwise from proof of (c)+(a) the weak topology for X is compact and J? is 
C-embedded in x see [9], [6] and [3]. Since X is dense in X, by (c)-+(a), X is C- 
embedded in X and hence in Y. 
It is clear from the proof that we can replace C-embedding in the theorem by 
C*-embedding and that in the statement of (b) open may be replaced by non- 
closed. In the above theorem (c)+(a) could be considered as a consequence of 
the following lemma since almost compact spaces are locally compact [9]. 
LEMMA 1. Let (X, ~7 be embedded in (Y, w) such that X is open in (Y, w) 
the weak topology of (Y, 9). Then (X, “yx) = (X, W) the weak topology for 
(x, n. 
PROOF. It will be sufficient to show that the topology (Y, 8) generated by 
using as a subbase the open sets of (X, X) and the open sets of (Y, V) is 
Tychonoff. Let G be open in (X, Iry) and let XE G; there exists H open in (X, w) 
such that XE wCi!fC G. By the regularity on (Y, ?‘) there exists a set S open in 
(Y, “y) such that xEScScX. ThusxESnHcsnRcG where SnRis closed 
in (X, %‘). There exists a continuous function f on X such that f(x) = 1 and 
f( - (S fl H)) = 0. Extend f so jii Y - (S t7 H)) = 0; f is continuous on Y since it is 
continuous on the closed sets Y - (stl H) and Snfl. As (Y, fl is Tychonoff, 
(Y 6?) is Tychonoff and is the weak topology for (U, “u). 
3. z-EMBEDDING 
As mentioned in the introduction, a functionally Hausdorff X space is z- 
embedded in every functionally Hausdorff space X is embedded in (as a closed 
set) iff the weak topology on X is compact. In contrast, Blair and Hager [5] 
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showed that a Tychonoff space X is z-embedded in every Tychonoff space X is 
embedded in iff X is Lindelof or almost compact. In the case of open embed- 
dings of the weak topology, we can obtain a comparable result with function- 
ally Hausdorff spaces. 
THEOREM 2. Let (X, 3-) be embedded in (Y, @) so that X is open in (Y, y) 
the weak topology for (Y, %?). Then (X, 7) is z-embedded in all such cases iff 
(X, %) is Lindelof or almost compact. 
PROOF. If (X, #) the weak topology for (X, 3) is not almost compact or 
Lindelof there exists a one point Tychonoff extension in which (X, W) is not z- 
embedded in; see [l]. If we construct the topology on T with subbase the open 
sets of (Y, 9’) and the Sopen sets of X, we obtain a space (Y, @) in which 
(X, 9P) is open in the weak topology and (X, n is not z-embedded in (Y, q); if it 
were by [I, Lemma B] (X, -W) would be z-embedded in (Y, -y). If (X, #‘Iv) is 
almost compact or Lindeliif, then by a result of Blair and Hager [5], (X, #‘u) is z- 
embedded in any Tychonoff space it is embedded in. By Lemma 1, if X is open 
in (Y, fl the weak topology for (Y, @) then the relativized topology on X is 
(X, %+). So that (X, 9) is z-embedded in (Y, @). 
COROLLARY 2. If (X, %‘) is locally compact, every dense embedding of 
(X, ~3 in a functionally Hausdorff space is a z-embedding iff.(X, w) is Lindelof 
or almost compact. 
In Theorem 2, the embedded set was open in the weak topology for the space 
and open as well in the topology of the space. But if we make no specification 
about being open in the weak topology we obtain a quite different result. 
THEOREM 3. A functionally Hausdorff space (X, n is z-embedded in every 
functionally Hausdorff space it is embedded in as an open set iff (X, “w) the 
weak topology for (X, 9) is almost compact. 
PROOF. Sufficiency follows from Theorem 1. If (X, WV) is not almost 
compact, we can construct a one point Tychonoff extension (R, 5“) which is not 
compact and hence can be embedded as closed but not z-embedded subset of a 
functionally Hausdorff space (Y, v) as in [l, Theorem 11. We construct a 
topology on Y, (Y, ly/), with the open sets of (Y, +‘) and the F open sets of X. 
Thus (X, 7) is not z-embedded in (Y, 9) by an argument similar to the one used 
in the proof of Theorem 2 using [l P Lemma B]. 
Corollary 2 settles the question of z-embedding of dense sets where the weak 
topology for the embedded space is locally compact. The following theorem 
with an example due to E. Van Douwen shows that a Tychonoff Lindelof 
space, in fact a denumerable space may be densely embedded but not z- 
embedded in a functionally Hausdorff space. 
THEOREM 4. Let X be dense and C*-embedded in Tychonoff space (Y, ?‘) 
and let Y-X = S be dense in Y and have a regular closed set Z that is a zero set 
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that is not open. Then one can construct a new topology (Y, “u) on Yin which 
(S, 9&) is not z-embedded and S is dense in Y. Furthermore if (S, e’s) is Lindelof, 
then (S, ‘ju) is Lindelof. 
PROOF. Let (Y, W) have as a subbase the open sets of (Y, -y) and sets of the 
form 2 U 0 where G is an open set of (Y, 9’) such that G n S = Zi, the interior of 
2 in (S, 3). H= S-Z is a zero set on (S, %s) but not of (S, 3). Since X is C*- 
embedded in (Y, ?‘) and dense in (Y, ‘iu) no bounded continuous function of X, 
in fact no continuous function of X can be extended so that H has a zero set 
extension in (Y, 9). So (S, @s) is not z-embedded and is dense in (Y, %). Since H 
is a cozero set of (S, ys), (S, @) will be Lindeliif if (S, @s) is. 
E. Van Douwen has shown that /3Q - Q and fiP-P have the property that 
every zero set that is a regular closed set is open so they can not be used as the 
set S of the theorem. 
EXAMPLE (van Douwen), Let S be a countable dense set of Y a product of c 
two point discrete spaces. Since X = Y-S contains a Z-product, X is dense and 
C*-embedded in Y [7, p. 1581 a result of H.H. Corson and A.M. Gleason. No 
dense subset of X is extremely disconnected. Let D be dense in X and XE D. 
Since X is homogeneous and not extremely disconnected there exists disjoint 
open sets G and H such that XE G’nH’. Since R is dense XE (GflD)‘n(HnD)’ 
so D is not extremely disconnected. Since S is countable, Tychonoff and not 
extremely disconnected, S satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4 and the topo- 
logy of Y can be modified so that the resulting modification of S is not z- 
embedded, is dense, has a dense complement which is nowhere locally compact. 
However, the question remains as to necessary and sufficient conditions for 
every dense embedding of a functionally Hausdorff space in a functionally 
Hausdorff space to be a z-embedding. 
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